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Gaussian Semiparametric Estimation 
of Non-Stationary Time Series 
Carlos Velasco 
Abstract 
Generalizing the definition of the memory parameter d in terms of the differentiated series, we 
slio\\'ed in Velasco (1997a) tliat it is possible to estimate consistently the memory of non-stationary 
processes using methods designed for stationary long range dependent time series. In this paper 
\\'e consider the Gaussian semi-parametric estimate analyzed in Robinson (1995b) for stationary 
processes. \Vithout a priori knowledge about the possible non-stationarity of the obser\'(~d process, 
\\"e obtain that this estimate is consistent for d E (- ~, 1) and asymptotically normal for d E (- ~, ~) 
under a similar set of assumptions to Robinson's paper. Tapering the observations, we can estimate 
an)" degree of non-stationarity, even in the presence of deterministic polynomial trends of time. 
Tite scmi-parametric efficiency of this estimatc for stationary sequences also extends to the non­
stationary framework. 
Key words: Non-stationary time series; semiparamctric inference; tapering. 
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1 Introduction 
Statistical inference for stationary long range dependent time series is often based on semiparametric 
estimates that avoid parameterization of the short run behaviour. Frequently, it is assumed that the 
spectral density f(>') of the observed stationary sequence satisfies for one O< G < 00, 
as >. -+ 0+, (1) 
where d E (- ~, ~) is the parameter that governs the degree of memory of the series. This is the interval 
of values of d for which the process is stationary and invertible. If d E (O, ~) then we say that the series 
exhibits long memory 01' long range dependence. When d < Othe spectral density satisfies f(O) = Oand 
if d :s - ~ the process is not invertible.Many non-stationary time series are transformed into stationary 
ones after taking enough number of differences. In this case it is straightforward to generalize the 
definition of the memory parameter d in terms of the properties of the spectral density of the stationary 
increments of the observed process and the unit root filter(s). Robinson (1995a) recommended an initial, 
possibly repeated, differentiation (integration) of the observed time series when non-stationarity (non­
invertibility) is suspected, to obtain a value of d in the stationary and invertible interval (- ~, ~) and 
then perform stationary procedures on the transformed series, adjusting the estimate with the number 
of differences (integrations) taken. 
However in many empirical applications values of d outside the stationary range are found when the 
estimates are not constrained to the stationary range, d < ~, as is the case of explicit form estimates, 
like the log-periodogram regression (e.g. Agiakloglou et al. (1993), Bloomfield (1991)). In Velasco 
(1997a) \ve considered the application of the log-periodogram regression estimate (see Robinson (1995a) 
and Ge\veke and Porter-Hudak (1983)) to the raw non-stationary processes, following sorne previous 
ideas in Hassler (1993) and Hurvich and Ray (1995). The last reference considered the expectation of 
the periüclogram at low Fourier frequencies for non-stationary and non-invertible fractionally integrated 
processes. They showed that the normalized periodogram has bounded expectation for d E [~, ~) but 
it is hiased (for a function f satisfying (1)) in this case. 
Robillson (1995b) found that in the stationary and invertible case an estimate of el minimizing an 
approximation to a Gaussian likelihood for frequencies close to the origin had better efficiency properties 
than rival semiparametric estimates, in the sense of having smaller asymptotic variance after proper 
normalization when using the same amount of sample information. Using Velasco's (1997a) results 
for the periodogram of non-stationary time series, we address in this papel' whether it is possible to 
extend tlle range of allowed values of d in this implicitly defined estimate to cover sorne non-stationary 
situations and what are the properties of the estimates when the series is non stationary, including sorne 
possible efficiency gains. 
Dndcr similar conditions to those assumed by Robinson we find that the Gaussian semiparametric 
estimate is consistent for d E (- ~, 1), asymptotically normal for d < ~, with the same variance as 
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in the stationary situation, being more efficient that the log-periodogram regression estímator. If we 
taper the observations adequately we can estimate higher degrees of nonstationarity, as was found for 
the log-periodogram estímate in Velasco (1997a). Finally, we perform a limited numerical study with 
simulated and real data of these theoretical results. We give all the proofs at the end of the papel' in 
several appendices together with sorne technical lemmas. 
We do not discuss the non-invertible case here, d ~ - ~, but this could be done using similar methods 
to those of Velasco (1997a) for the log-periodogram estímate (see Theorems 9 and 10 in that paper). 
Assumptions and definitions 
In the first two sections we consider the original estimate analyzed by Robinson (1995b) and concentrate 
in the illterval - ~ < d < ~. When the observed time series is stationary with spectral density fx (>") 
satisfying (1), d < ~, we say that the process has memory d and we define the function f, as 
f(>") = fx(>"). 
Whell {Xt } is a non-stationary process, we say that it has memory parameter d ( t ~ d < ~) if the 
zero mean stationary process Ut = .6.Xt has spectral density 
fu(>") = 11 - exp(i>..)/-2(d-l) j*(>"), 
where 1* (>") is a spectral density on [-71",71"] which is bounded aboye and away from zero and is continuous 
at>.. = n. Thus fu(>") satisfies (1) with sorne - ~ ~ du < ~, but we do not restrict its form for frequencies 
away tlw origino Then we assume, following Hurvich and R.ay (1995), that for any t ~ 1, 
t 
Xt =¿:Uk +Xo 
k=l 
where -Yo is a random variable not depending on time t. Next, define the function f(>") for d ~ ~, 
f(>") = 11 - exp(i>..) 1-2fu(>") = 11 - exp(i>")1-2d j*(>") = 12sin(>../2)1-2d j*(>"). 
Note that f satisfies (1), but when 2d ~ 1 it is not integrable in [-71",71"] and is not a spectral density. 
We do llot assume that 1* is the spectral density of an stationary and invertible AR.MA process as 
would be the case if Ut followed a fractional ARIMA model. Here 1* may have (integrable) poles 01' 
zeroes at frequencies beyond the origino 
'Ve want to give a unified theory for semiparametric estimates of d E (-~, 1), including stationary 
(\vith f x (O) equal to zero, a constant 01' infinity) and non-stationary processes. We introduce now the 
following assumptions about the behaviour of the spectral densities fx(>") (d < ~) and fu(>") (d ~ ~) 
(alld thus of the functions f(>") and 1*(>")) at the origin: 
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Assumption 1 When d E (- t, t), the spectral density f x (>..) satisfies, for O< G < 00, 
as >.. -+ 0+ 
and when d E [t, !), the spectral density fu(>") satisfies, 
fu(>") G . >.. -2(d-l) as >.. -+ 0+.rv 
A slightly stronger version of this assumption, and that we will use to obtain the asymptotic nor­
mality of our estimates is 
Assumption 2 When d E (- t, t), the spectral density f x (>..) satisfies for numbers O < f3 S; 2, O < 
G < 00, 
as >.. -+ 0+, 
anrlwhcn d E [i,!), the spectral density fu(>") satisfies 
fu(>") = G· >..-2(d-l) + 0(>..-2(d-1l+13 ) as >.. -+ 0+. 
Dndcr Assumption 2 we write, defining the function g(>..) = G>.. -2d, O< f3 S; 2, 
as >.. -+ 0+. (2) 
This is ec¡uivalent to Assumption 1 in Robinson (1995a) when f is the spectral density of X t (stationary) 
and d E (-i, ~). See also Remarl< 3.1 in Giraitis et al. (1995). 
Also, Assumption 2 implies that 1* (>..) is bounded aboye ancl away from zero ancl is continuous in 
an inten'al (O, e), e> O. 
Assumption 3 In a neighbourhood (O, e) of the origin, if d E (- ~, i), fx (>..) is differentiablc and 
Id~ fx(>") I = 0(>"-1-2d) as>" -+ 0+, 
anrl íf el;:::~, fu(>") is differentiable and 
Id~ fu(>") I= 0(>"-1-2(d-l)) as >.. -+ 0+. 
Then f(>") has first derivative satisfying (d. Assumption 2 of Robinson (1995a) in the stationary 
case el < i), 
(3) 
Thesc assumptions could have been formulated in terms of the functions 1* and/or f, since we 
are interested in the implications they have on the function f, (2) and (3). However, we did not find 
appropriate to make assumptions directly on f 01' 1*, since these functions have not immediate and 
clear statistical interpretation as fu 01' f x have. 
No\\' \Ve make the following assumptions about the series Ut when d ;::: ~, 01' for X t when d < ~, 
paralleling Robinson (1995b), 
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Assumption 4 We have, for -~ < d < ~, Yt = X t or for ~ S d < 1, Yt = Ut, with 
00 00
"'2Yt =L a{Et_{, ~ae < 00, 
{=o (=o 
where 
E[EtlFt-¡J =O, E[EFIFt- 1] =1, a.s., t =O, ±1, ... , 
in which Ft is the u-fleld of events generated by Et, S S t, and there exists a randorn variable E, such 
that EE 2 < 00 and for all r¡ > O and sorne C > O, P(IEtI > r¡) S CP(/E/ > r¡). 
Then \Ve obtain that, d :2: ~, 
2 
f(A) =11- exp(iA)I- 2 fU(A) =11- exp(iA) 1-2 la(A)1 , 
27f 
where 
W
a(A) =L00 aee ' 
e=o 
amIIO:(AW 127f = fU(A), thc spectral density of Ut. 
Define the discrete Fourier transform of Xt, t = 1, ... , n, Aj = 27fj In, j integer, 
amI when d:2: t, \Ve obtain, 
1 n t 
W(Aj) = ~L L Uk exp(iAjt), 
v 27fn t=1 k=1 
so W(Aj) is a complex linear combination of the (non observable) stationary variables Uk . Thc Fourier 
transfonn at any frequcncy Aj, O< j < n, of a non-stationary sequence X t allows the elimination of t,he 
rauc!om yariable Xo, so W(Aj) is not, depending on the values of Uk for k < 1. Define the periodogram 
of XI as 
Because the estimate is not defined in closed form, we denote by Go and do the true parameter 
values, and by G and d any admissible values. Consider t,he objective function (see Robinson (1995b) 
ancl Künsch (1987)), 
Q(G d) = ~ ~ {IOgGA-:2d + I(Aj,) } 
, m ~ J GA-: 2d ' 
j=1 J 
and define the closed interval of admissible estimates of do, e = [\71, \72]' where \7 1 and \72 are numbers 
sueh that. - t < \71 < \72 < 1. Note that we cover part of the range of values of d for which X t is 
non-st,ationary. As in Robinson (1995b) \71 and \72 can be chosen arbitrarny close to - ~ and 1 (t in 
his case), respectively, or reflecting sorne prior knowledge on do' When do E (-~, t) the asymptotics for 
I(Aj) are exactly the same as in Robinson's discussion, but when do :2: ~, we have to resort to the results 
of Velaseo (1997a), weaker in general. Robinson used notation in terms of the parameter H = d + ~, 
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but we find more natural to use the number of differences parameter d in a possibly non-stationary 
contexto We define the estimates 
(G,d)=arg min Q(G,d),
O<G<oo,dE8 
which always exist and also 
d=argminR(d),
dE8 
where 
1 m 
R(d) = logG(d) - 2d- ¿IOgAj, G(d) = ~ f A;dI(Aj). 
m j=l 1 
Vsing the discussion in Velasco (1997a), the main idea to show that Robinson (1995b) results go 
through in the non-stationary case (do ~ ~) is to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the discrete Fourier 
transform of X t for frequencies Aj, 1 ~ j ~ m, with l/m+m/n -+ Oas n -+ oo. Therefore, assuming the 
.'lame c:ouditions for Ek'S, we could repeat the steps in Robinson (1995b) to obtain the consistency and 
asymptotic distribution of the estimate of the parameter d for non-stationary processes. However, due 
to a bias problem, the .'lame results as in Robinson (1995b) can only be obtained for do < ~, consistency 
holding for do < 1. 
'Ve stress the point that the discrete surn in the previous definitions cannot be substituted by an 
integral forrn as is considered for related estirnates in a full pararnetric context (.'lee Fox and Taqqu 
(1986), ¡[nd Giraitis and Surgailis (1990)), .'lince the properties of the periodograrn for non-stationary 
proccsses are only equivalent to the stationary case when evaluated at frequencies Aj, 1 ~ j ~ n - 1. 
Consistency 
In this section we obtain the consistency of das defined previously for values do E (-~, 1). Vnder 
Assumptions 2 and 3, the conditions on the behaviour of the fuuction f(A) at the origin of Theorern 1 
in Robinson (1995b) hold now also for do E [~,~) (we do not need the integrability of 1). 
Iu thc stationary case, the analysis of the asyrnptotic properties of W(Aj) is done in Robinson (1995a). 
For tlIe uon-stationary situation, d ~ ~, we can obtain following sorne ideas of Hurvich and Ray (1995) 
that 
E[I(Aj)] =¡:¡r f(A)K(A - Aj)dA, 
where K(A) = (21l"n)-11I:7exp{iAt}1 2 is Fejér kernel. Frorn this expression it is possible to .'lee that 
when Xi. is non stationary, f(A) plays exactly the .'lame role as a spectral density in the asyrnptotics for 
the ciiscrete Fourier transforrn at frequencies Aj, j 1:- O rnod(n), and Velasco (1997a) showed that the 
periodograrn is (asyrnptotically) unbiased for f if j is growing slowly with n and d < 1. This is done in 
the next theorern, which is Theorern 1 in Velasco (1997a). Defining V(A) = W(A)/ fl/2(A), 
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Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1 and 3, d E [~, 1), for any sequenees of positive integers j = j(n) 
and k = k(n) sueh that 1 :s k < j and j /n -+ O as n -+ 00, defining 
Ók,j = (jk)d-1log(j + 1), 
(b) E[v(>'j)v(>'j)] = O (Ój,j) , 
(e) E[v(>'j)V(>'d] =O (k-1log(j) +Ók,j), 
(d) E[v(>'j)V(>'k)] =O (k-1log(j) + Ók,j). 
The next two results hold in a similar way for the log periodogram estimate of d fol' non-stationary 
Gallssian time series. Here we do not need to assume Gaussianity in any formo Fil'st we show the 
consistency of dwhen d < 1: 
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1 (do E (-t, 1)), 3, 4 and 
1 m
-+--+0 as n -+ 00, 
m n 
we obtain d -+1' d. 
Asymptotic N ormality 
Fol' yalllCS do :::: 1 the periodogl'am at frequencies >'j is not unbiased fol' the function f as j increases, and 
thcrefon~ (1 can not be consistent. Unlike for stationary processes, we can only obtain the asymptotic 
distl'ill11tion for d in the non-stationary case for a smaller range of values of do. (do < i) than the 
intcrnll \\'hel'e the estimate is consistent, do < 1 . This is due to the fact that the propel'ties of the 
pel'ioc1ogl'am depend on convolutions of the function f(>'), which deteriorate rapidly as .f becomes more 
"non-integrable" ,i.e. as do increases (see Theorem 1 aboye and Theorem 1 in Velasco (1997a), and the 
sullseqllC'llt discussion). 
\\'e introduce two new assumptions that will be needed in the proofs. 
Assumption 5 In a neighbourhood (0,10) of the origin, a(>.) is differentiable and 
as>' -+ 0+. 
Clcal']y Assumptíon 5 implies Assumption 3, since f(>') = la(>.)¡2/27r when -~ < do < ~ and f(>') = 
(2 sin >./2) -2Ia(>.) 12/27r when do :::: ~. 
Assumption 6 Assumption 4 holds and also 
t =O, ±1, ... , 
for finite eonstants J.L3 and J.L4' 
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Theorem 3 Under Assumptions 2, 5, 6, with do E (- t, ~), and 
1 m l+2í1 (log m? 
- + 2í1 --+ O as n --+ 00, (4)m n 
we obtain 
This theorem coincides, not surprisingly, with the results of Velasco (1997a) for the log-periodogram 
regression estimate ofnon-stationary time series with Gaussian increments. Beyond these values of d, the 
slow convergence of the expectation of the periodogram to the function f leads to a slower convergence 
of the estimates of d. In Velasco (1997a) this problem was overcome for the log-periodogram estimate 
using the bias reduction technique of tapering, as suggested by Hurvich and Ray (1995). We do not 
pursue this approach here, but the corresponding theory is similar to that obtained in the next section 
for general nonstationary processes and tapering schemes. 
Another important point is that the efficiency property of this Gaussian estimate with respect to 
othel' comparable semiparametric estimates observed by RobinsoIl (1995b) for stationary process, holds 
as wel! for non-stationary processes when the same number of periodogram ordinates, m, is used. 
Further, the asymptotic distribution of d does IlOt depend on any unknown constants, not even do, 
beyoncl tlle definition of the suitable range of valicl values for the theorem, which is only limited by 
d < ~. 
5 General non-stationary time series 
In this sectioll we consider the estimation ofthe memory parameter for general non-stationary time series 
wlJicll after a finite number of differentiations are stationary. In general, a (possibly non-stationary) 
process {Xt } has memory parameter d > - t if the process ~ s X t = uis), s = Ld + &J, is stationary 
with mean p." possibly different from zero, and spectral density JU(') (>..) behaving as G >.. -2(cl-s) , - t ::; 
d - 8 < &, around the origin for sorne positive constant G. Robinson (1995b) considered the case s =O 
and in Section 2 we have considered the case s = 1, d < 1, 11 =O. 
Define the function 
in terms of the spectral density of the stationary sequence Ut(s) or the function J*(>..). Fol!owing the 
discussioll in Velasco (1997a), we can write for random variables R(r), r = 1, ... , s which do not depend 
on time t 
t 
R(1) + '" U(1) ~ 31 
)1=1 
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= R(I) + t R(2) +tt (R(3) + t UJ:)) 
31 32 33 
1 t j¡ Í2 
R(1) + t R(2) + 2(t + t 2)R(3) + L L L Uj~) 
j¡ Í2 fa 
t j¡ j.-1L R(r)p(r)(t) + JLP¡L(t) + L L'" L ut), 
r=1 j¡ Í2 j. 
where p(I')(t) are polynomials in t of order r - 1, P¡L(t) is a polynomial of order s and Ut(*) = Ut(s) - JL 
has zero mean and the same spectral density as U?). These two polynomials can be regarded as the 
initial conditions of the observed non-stationary sequence and as a c1eterministic trend, respectively. 
In Velaseo (1997a) we proposed to use, instead of the original series, a tapered version with a weight 
sequenee {hdt':l' symmetric around Ln/2J, such that maXt ht = 1. Hurvich and Ray (1995) used the 
cosine bell to analyze the expectation of the periodogram when d < 1.5. Others authors, Zhurbenko 
(1970), Robinson (1986), Dahlhaus (1988), have also shown that tapering allows inference in the presence 
of non-stationary distortions in the observec1 stationary time series. 
\Ye c:onsic1er now the c1iscrete Fourier transform of the taperec1 series htXt , 
(5) 
(6) 
The tenn (6) is refiects the accumulation of information in the non-stationary time series Xt , starting 
fl'Olll t = 1, but the term (5) is a nuisance component of the c1iscrete Fourier transform which comprises 
tlw infonnation in {Xd~' from the pasto To make inferences about d we make this expression (5) equal 
to ZCl'ü 1'01' certain frequencies >"j, using specific orthogonality properties of the weights ht, Le. 
nL ht (1 + t + t2 + ... + t S ) exp(i>"jt) = O. (7) 
t=1 
Obserye than in the case s = 1 we have only required that ¿~=1 ht exp(i>"jt) = O, because we were 
assl1llling 11 = O to eliminate the infiuence fram the polynomial p(1)(t) = 1 of order O (a constant with 
respect to t). The raw Fourier transform satisfies condition (7), s = O(but not any of higher order). In 
other words, without tapering we can consider d < 1 but always without drift. 
Defining the equivalent to the Dirichlet I<emel in the tapered case, 
n 
D~ (>..) = L hteit ,\ 
t=1 
we say that a sequence of data tapers {hdf is of order P = 1,2, ... if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
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• For N = n/p (which we assume integer), 
DT(>\) = a(>..) (Sin[n>../2P])P 
p nP- 1 sin[>../2] , 
where a(>..) is a complex function, whose modulus is bounded and bounded away from zero, with 
p - 1 derivatives, all bounded in modulus as n increases for >.. E [-7T,7T]0 
• For one function b = b(n), 0< b < 00, "in > O, 
n 
¿h; = bno 
t=1 
Then, it is immediate to obtain that 
and, \Yith the equivalent to the Fejér kernel, KJ(>..) = (27T¿;hn-1ID~'(>"W, 
Also "'e llave that DJ (>"jp) has zeroes of order p and that thanks to 
0< j < N, 
conditioll (7) is satisfied. 
If conclition (7) holcls, cleterministic time trends up to order s can be removed in the calculation 
of wT(>"j) without need to estimate them by any meanso The cosine bell taper is of order 1, so its 
utilizatioll is only justified in the case d < 1.5 with ¡l = O, as \Vas shown by Velasco (1997a) for the 
log-perioclogram semiparametric estimate. Here we do not consider explicitly this tapcring scheme, but 
gi\'cn the asymptotic behaviour of tails of the kernel KJ in this case, the conclusions are equivalent to 
thosc with p = 3 and for d < 1.50 
T,,'o examples of data tapers satisfying the aboye conditions are Parzen and Zhurbenko-Kolmogorov 
proposals (see also Alekseev (1996) for further examples and discussion)o For sample size n = 4N, N 
integer, the weights given by the Parzen window 
P {1 - 6 [{(2t - n)/n}2 -1(2t - n)/nI 3] 1 ::; t ::; N or 3N::; t ::; 4N, 
ht =
 
2 {1 -1(2t - n)/nl}3 N < t < 3N,
 
satisfJo (7) for j = 4,8, ooo, n - 4 and s = 30 We can obtain (see e.g. Percival and Walden (1993)) 
D P (>..) = ~; (3 - 2 sin2 >../2) (s;~nn>">"/28) 4 exp{ in>../2} 
",n ( P 2 ) { Z}and 0t=1 ht ) '" consto no Zhurbenko (1979 used the data weights h t suggested by Kolmogorov, 
11 
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where the coefficients Cp,N(t) are given by 
p(N-1) N)P(1¿ ztcp,N(t + 1) = (1 + z + ... + zN-1)p = ~ 
t=O 1 - z 
Then, it follows that 
(N2 1))1/4 ( iN>'V21r '"' h2D Z (>.. ) = p P - 1- e )P L...J t ( 121r N(l _ ei>') , 
and hence 2J{Z(A) = 2(P(N2 _1))1 / 2 (sin [nA/2P])P 
p 121r N2 sin2 [A/2]' 
where p is defined adequately to make J{Z integrate to one and it can be seen to be very close to 1 for p 
amI N big enough (see Zlmrbenko (1980)). Therefore, this class of taper weights for p = 1,2, ... , fixed 
in thc asymptotics, and n = pN satisfies condition (7) with s :::; [J - 1 at frequencies Ajp, O < j < N. 
Tapered estimates 
In this scction we obtain the consistency and asymptotic distribution of a modified version of dwhen 
we use the previous data tapers for values do > -~. \Ve introduce now the following assumptions about 
tlw lJehaviour ofthe spectral density fu(s) (A) (and thus ofthe functions f(A) and 1*(A)) at the origin: 
Assumption 7 The spectml density fU(s)(A), s = Ld + &J, satisfies, for sorne constant 0< G < 00, 
fu(s) (A) '" G . A-2(d-s) as A--+O+. (8) 
A slightly stronger version of Assumption 2 is the following condition, where we give more informa­
tion (11)out the behaviour of the spectral density fu(s) (A) at the origino This extra information wil! be 
uspc! to u'duce the bias of the tapered periodogram for f as \Vas done in Velasco (1997b) in a related 
COlltc~xt (see also Assumption 3 in Robinson (1994b)). 
Assumption 8 When d E (-&' &L the spectml density fU(s)(A) satisfies for nurnbcrs O < fJ < 2, 
O< G, E" < 00, 
as A --+ 0+. 
As before, Assumption 8 implies that 1* (A) is bounded aboye and away from zero and is continuous 
in an interval (O,e), e > O. 
\Ve \ViII need also the equivalent to Assumption 3 
Assumption 9 In a neighbourhood (O,e) of thc origin, if dE (-&, &L fU(s)(A) is differentiable and 
12 
Then f(>") has first derivative satisfying (cf. Assumption 2 ofRobinson (1995) in the stationary case 
d < ~), 
Id~ f(>") I=0(>"-1-2d) as >.. --+ 0+. 
Now we make the foHowing assumption about the series Ut(S) , equivalent to Assumption 6. 
Assumption 10 We have 
00 00 
Ut(*) =L a(ft_(, L a¡ < 00, 
(=0 (=0 
where the ft 's satisfy the conditions of Assumptions 4 and 6. 
Then we obtain for any d > - ~ that 
f(>") = 11- exp(i>")1-2S fu(s)(>") = 11- exp(i>")1-2 la;~W.S 
Defining the (tapered) periodogram of X t as 
we consider now the objective function 
l1l { ¡T(>.. ) } Q (G d) = E. '""" 10gG>..-:-2d + _J!_J_' p, 7ll L.J J G>..-:-2d' 
j J 
where aH the summations run for j = p, 2p, ... , m, assuming mlp integer, unless otherwise stated. 
Define the c10sed interval of admissible estimates of do, e = [VI, V2], where VI and V2 are numbers 
such that - t < VI < V2 < d*, where p ~ ld* + ~ J+ 1. This last condition is equivalent to d* < P + t, 
where d* is the maximum value of d we can estimate with tapers of order p. Note that we can cover 
part of the range of values of d for which X t is non-stationary. As in Robinson (1995b), VI and V2 can 
be chosen arbitrarily close to - ~ and to a maximum value of d, d*, restricted only by the order p of 
tlH' taper weights used, 01' refiecting sorne prior knowledge on do. \Vhen jJ = Owith d* < pis enough. 
\Ye define the estimates 
which always exist and also 
dp = argminRp(d),
dES 
where 
l1l 
~ P '""" Rp(d) =logGp(d) -2d- L.Jlog>"j, 
m. 
J 
The discrete sums in the previous definitions inc1ude only frequencies >"j, j = p, ... ,m, since the 
pl'Operties of the periodogram for non-stationary processes are only equivalent to the stationary case 
when evaluated at those frequencies. 
Whe11 X t is non stationary, f(>") plays exactly the same role as a spectral density in the asymptotics 
for the discrete Fourier transform at frequencies >"j, j =J. Omod(n), and Velasco (1997a) showed that the 
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periodogram is (asymptotically) unbiased for f if j is growing slowly with n and p is chosen adequately. 
This is clone in the next theorem, which is essentially Theorem 6 in Velasco (1997a). Note that the 
non-tapered periodogram is an estimate with p = 1. Defining now vJ(>..) = wT(>")/(GI /2>..-d), for a 
taper of order p, 
Theorem 4 (p ~ 2) Under Assumptions 8 and 9 fd > -~, 0<(3:S 2J for fu<o) , a data taper of order 
p =2,3, ... , with p ~ s + 1 for just p > d if J1- = 0J, for any sequences of positive integers k = k(n) and 
j = j(n), 1 :S k < j, and r¡ = j - k, such that j/n -+ O, 
"(j,k == (jk)d-IJlog(j + 1) -+ O 
we get 
(a) E[I'J(>"jIJ)vJ(>"jIJ)] = 1 +0 (min{j-13,j-l} + [j/nl + "(j,j) , 
(b) E[vJ(>"jp)vJ(>"jp)] = O (j-P + "(j,j) , 
Tllen \\'C obtain thc consistency of dp in thc following ThcOl'om. Noto that we only rcquire for this 
result Assumption 7, but not 8, which will be used to derive the asymptotic distribution of ;¡ in the 
next section and that was used in the previous theorem because we normalized the discrete Fouder 
transfonn by (G>..-2d)I/2 and not by (/(>..))1/2. 
Theorem 5 Under Assumptions 7, 9 and 10, with VI > rmd p ~ lV2 + ~J + 1 such that do E 
[v], \72], jJ = 2,3, ... and 
1 m
-+--+0 as n -+ 00, 
m n 
wc aldrán dI' -+ P do' 
If \H' assume J1- = Othen we only need in fact p > V2 if there are only deterministic trends in X t up 
to order p - 1. We do not consider here the case p = 1 because this is equivalent to the non-tapered 
situation, with V2 < 1 (and J1- = O necessarily). With respect to Theorem 2, the only extra condition 
\Ve haye used is the fourth moment of the innovations Et in Assumption 10. 
Then \Ve obtain the asymptotic normality of dp , 
Theorem 6 Under Assumptions 5, 8 ((3 > 1, VI > - ~ and p ~ l\72+ ~ J+ 1 such that do E [\71, \72], 
p=2,3,00.),10and 
as n -+ 00, (9) 
we obtain 
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where 
(10) 
This theorem is equivalent to the results of Velasco (1997a) for the log-periodogram regression 
estimate of non-stationary time series with Gaussian increments. There, we changed the definition of 
the estimate to adapt the proofs of Robinson (1995a), but here, even with the correlation between the 
tapered periodogram ordinates we do not need to modify the definition of the estimate. However, the 
variance of the estimate is increased slightly by a factor of <I> (generally bigger than 1), because of this 
correlation of the tapered periodogram, due to the lack of orthogonality of the taper weights. This <I> 
takes the values of 1.05000, 1.00354 and 1.00086 for the Zhurbenko kernels with p = 2,3,4 respectively, 
implying increments of the variance of 5%, 0.35% and 0.09% for each of the data tapers (apart from 
the factor p/m in the normalization of the estimate). When p, = O, then the theorem is valid with just 
p> \7 2 , If we consider the fuU cosine window taper, ht = ~(1- cos[27rt/n]), then if we regard this taper 
as of ore!er p = 3, with the same definitions as before, p, = O and d < !, Theorem 6 holds with <I> = 1, 
but if wp use aU the Fourier frequencies, from A2 to Am (Le., without spacing), then <I> = i~ (see the 
discussion in Velasco (1997a, 1997b)). Note also that if we take in (10) the sum accross aU frequencies 
we obtain with Parseval's identity, 
thc right hand side being the usual tapering variance adjustment (cf., e.g., Dahlhaus (1985), expression 
(3)) . 
The increased smoothness of the function f(A), /3 > 1, is usee! in conjunction with the tapering to 
approximate the periodogram of the observed time series by that of the innovations (see the proof of 
Theorem Gin Velasco (1997a) and Theorem 2 in Velasco (1997b)). Here we cannot resort to the second 
moments of the tapered periodogram as was done in the non-tapered case, since the correlation problem 
just pointcd out impedes further improvement of the approximations. 
Empirical work 
The aim of the first simulation exercíse is to address the previous properties of d, speciaUy in comparison 
with the log-periodogram regression estimate, 
- _ 1 I:7=110gI(Aj)[10gj - (l/m) I:~~llogf] 
d - -"2 I:1==l logj[logj - (l/m) I:~~llogf] 
To tlwt end we simulate 1000 Gaussian Fractional ARIMA(O, d, O) for each value of d in .45(.1)1.25, 
n = 256 and we choose a relatively small value for m, 32. We do not perform any trimming in the 
definitioll of J. The series are simulated with the S-Plus function arima. frac. diff and the minimum 
of the objective function is found with the nlmin command. In the search for the minimum we use as 
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initial values for d and G those obtained with the log-periodogram regression, and we do not restrict 
the range of possible values for d. This procedure gave no problems for any value of d, indicating a 
relatively we11-behaved objective function, even for values d> 1. 
The box plots for the estimates are given in Figure 1, only up to d = 1.05. The main features of the 
plots are the invariance of the distributions of d and d to the actual value of do and the efficiency and 
sma11er bias of the Gaussian estimate with respect to the log-periodogram across a11 do. For do = 1.05 
(do 2: 1) neither of the two estimates is consistent and this fact is refiected by the negative bias for 
both, just in the opposite direction of the biases when do < 1. 
T 
= 
T 
I i 
! 
: 
¡ 
! 
: 
I 
Ll..J I = Ll..J 
= 
logper gau99 logpar gau991"~JPo' q.~lI99 logpergauaa lagpar gau59 loupar gaus8 hJQper gau99 
Figure 1: Gaussian semiparametric and Log-periodogram estimates, Gaussian ARFli\IA(O, d, O), n = 
256, 1H = 32, 1000 Replications. 
The hasic statistics summary is contained in the Table 1, including the bias of th(~ estimates, the 
stane!ard e!eviation, the expected standard deviation from the corresponding centrallimit theorems ane! 
tlw mean square error (M8E) across replications. Note that for d" > ~, Theorem 3 do(,s not hold. 
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Table 1 Gaussian estimate Log-Periodogram estimate 
do bias s.d. th. s.d. MSE bias s.d. th. s.d. MSE 
0.45 0.0041 0.1151 0.0884 0.0132 0.0179 0.1383 0.1134 0.0194 
0.55 0.0050 0.1115 0.0884 0.0124 0.0186 0.1330 0.1134 0.0180 
0.65 0.0089 0.1155 0.0884 0.0134 0.0259 0.1446 0.1134 0.0215 
0.75 0.0164 0.1168 - 0.0139 0.0324 0.1439 - 0.0217 
0.85 0.0213 0.1116 - 0.0129 0.0398 0.1399 - 0.0211 
0.95 0.0026 0.1108 - 0.0123 0.0160 0.1342 - 0.0182 
1.05 -0.0309 0.1004 - 0.0110 -0.0286 0.1240 - 0.0161 
1.15 -0.0837 0.0969 - 0.0164 -0.0867 0.1207 - 0.0221 
1.25 -0.1638 0.1043 - 0.0377 -0.1776 0.1251 - 0.0472 
In the second simulation we consider the estimation of values d ~ 1. The only modification with 
respect to the previous exercise is that now the series are of length n = 512 and m = 100. The values 
of do cOllsidered are .95 and 1.8, one close to the border line of the asymptotics presented in this papel' 
for this cstimate and the other well outside. The results for dand J are given in Figure 2. In the top 
row of graphics we give the box plots and in the bottom row nonparametric smoothed estimates of the 
simulated probability density of the estimates of d. The two left most columns of plots, for d = .95,1.9 
indicate that the two semiparametric estimates considered work relatively we11 for values close to 1, but 
not for more non-stationary time series, for which the estimates converge extremely fast to valucs close 
to 1, exc(~pt for a long tail towards the right value. The plots on the right are for the same estimates, but 
whe11 \w use a tapered perioclogram with the triangular Barlett \Vinclow taper (equivalent to Zhurbenko 
tapers \\'ith p = 2), and we define our estimates for frequencies A2, A4, ... , Am , assuming m is even. In 
this case it seems also that the Gaussian estimate is more efficient that the log-perioclogram regression. 
No\V \Ve considel' a simple application with real data. Different parameterizations have been proposed 
in the literature to explain the persistence in the volatility of the returns founcl in many financial data 
sets. Robinson (1991) introduced a long memory generalized ARCH model which was rctaken by Baillie 
at al. (1996) and Bo11erslev and Mikkelsen (1996) to define the FIGARCH class, 
where all the roots of the polynomials <p and b in the lag operator L lie outside the unit circle and 
I/t = ;¡:f - TI are martingale differences, E[l/tl.Ft-¡J = O, T't = Var[Xt l.Ft-¡J, a.s and .1'1 is the (j- field 
of events generated by {x s : s :s t}. 
These models a110w persistence 01' long memory in the squares x; of martingale-difference levels 
Xt w!len d > O and are basically equivalent to the fractional ARIMA models for means, but in the 
variance, generalizing for any O :s d :s 1 the fu11 integrated IGARCH model, equivalent to a unit root 
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in the mean. Though our asymptotic theory for semiparametric estimation are not ready applicable for 
this situation (due to the linear process assumption) we investigate the possible utility of the tapered 
estimates proposed in exploratory analysis to detect the persistence in sorne crude approximations to 
the volatility (like the squares and absolute value of the levels) without need to model the short run 
depenclence. The aboye models are strictly stationary for any O:S d:S 1, but a further difficulty is that 
when w > Othe squared process has a drift term so it is non-covariance stationary. We hope that with 
enough tapering (Iarge p) we can alleviate the effect of this possible drift, which is a smooth function 
of the time t, and could be well approximated by polynomials of t. 
\Ve do this for two data sets corresponding to the returns (defined as the increment of the logarithm) 
of the exchange rates of the French Franc (FF) and the Deusche Mark (DM) against US dollar, using 
2000 daily observations, running form November, 1972 to January, 1981. The plots ofthe relevant series 
are in Figure 3 and the results are in Figure 7. We employ bandwidth numbers m = 15,18, ... ,100 
and tapers with p = 1,2,3. We plot all the estimates obtained in that way, using the squares and the 
absolute value of the return series. 
The main conclusions we can draw are as follows. The estimates with p = 1 usually obtain a lower 
range of values than the ones with higher values of p. In all cases, when we take m too big, the estimates 
produce ltluch lower values of d as a consequence of moving away from the origin, where we would not 
expcct tlw model (1) to hold. For the significative range of values of m the estimates with p = 2 ancl 
3 are almost always very close, indicating perhaps that with p = 1 we can not estimate appropriately 
high villnes of d. For the French Franc the persistence in the volatility is in general higher than for 
thc r-Iark, obtaining values of d up to .9 with the absolute value while only of 0.7 for the DM. This 
agrees "'ith the findings of the previous authors, who rcported values for the DM between 0.6 and 0.8 
depl'llciill¡!; on the parametric model assumed for the short run dynamics of the volatility. 
Discussion 
In this papel' and in Velasco (1997a) we have shown that the semiparametric model (1) is valid to 
estimate the memory d of possibly non-stationary time series. If the observed process is non-stationary 
f().,) is no longer a spectral density, but is the limit of the expectation of the (tapered) periodogram, 
and therefore can be estimated non-parametrically. Both the log-periodogramand the Gaussian semi­
parametric estimates compare the non-parametric estimate of f().,) given by the periodogram at the 
relenmt frequencies with the model (1) and obtain the best estimate of d under different criteria. For 
that, it does not matter the integrability 01' not of the function f around the origin, only the accuracy 
with ,vhich we can estimate it by means of the periodogram ordinates. Of course, the steeper and more 
non-integrable f ¡s, the more complicated this approximation will be, but the error can be controlled if 
enough degree of tapering is applied. 
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The same principIe will undoubtedly work for fu11 parametric models of functions f corresponding 
to nonstationary observations if tapered observations are used. Then, simultaneous estimation of d and 
the other short-run memory parameters is possible without a priori assumptions about the degree of 
(possible) non-stationarity of the observed sequence. 
Nevertheless this approach will surely break down if we try to estimate the integral below f(>") , 
uJ f(>")d>" for any a > 0, instead of the function f itself, since this integral diverges for d ~ ~. Thiso 
problem arises for the semiparametric estimate of d considered by Robinson (1994a) and Lobato and 
Robinson (1996), based precisely on the estimation of the cumulative spectral distribution function. 
Simulations with this estimator d always result in estimates of d constrained to d < ~' for any d ~ ~ 
and any order of data tapering. 
A further approach to deal with long memory, non-stationarity and polynomial trends could be the 
use of \vavelets and there are several recent references which deal with the estimation of d and related 
topies for fractional white noise inference using wavelets (e.g. Jensen (1995), McCoy arrel Walden (1996) 
and the references therein). Based on the wavelet decomposition of the variance at different scales, a 
variety of estimates of d are proposed, some close to the log-periodogram estimate and others related 
to Gaussian maximum likelihood, always using the information at a11 possible scales, being mainly then 
of ful! parametric nature. The lack of rigorous asymptotic theory for such estimates in a general case 
is relatecl with sorne possible bias problems if the spectral density is not proportional to >.. -2d for al! 
frequencies. Furthermore, the assumption of covariance stationarity of the filtered series makes difficult 
to prcclict how these procedures will deal with non-stationary observations. 
Appendix: Proofs of Section 3 
Proof of Theorem 2. We repeat the steps of the proof of Theorem 1 in Robinson (1995b), with 
the S<:IlllC definitions and with the notation in terms of d = H - i, readjusting accordingly the set of 
admissible values [v\, \72]. More details can be found in that reference or in the proof of Theorem 5. 
We \Vil! concentrate mainly in the asymptotics when do ~ ~' since the case do E (- ~' ~) is covered in 
Robinson's papel'. 
As in Robinson's proof we define \7 = \7 1 when do < i + \7 1 and do - ~ < \7 ~ do otherwise. Then 
define 8 1 = {d : \7 ~ d ~ \7d , and 8 2 = {d : \7 1 ~ d < \7} , possibly empty. We retake the proof after 
expression (3.12) in that reference. Given that now we can consider values o(d arbitrarily close to 1, 
we obtain that for r = 1,2, ... ,m 
D1) 2(d-d ) I 12 
sup 1 + - - 1 ~-, 
el I( r r 
so the bound is of the same order of magnitude as in the (exclusively) stationary case. 
When the observed time series is stationary do < ~' aU Robinson's result apply, even if \7 2 ~ ~. 
The differences arise when we have to consider the periodogram Ij = I(>"j) and do ~ ~. When do < 1, 
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we can use expression (3.14) in Robinson's paper, 
where Id = IE(>"j) is the periodogram of {Et}f, Ji = f(>"j), aj = a(>"j) and gj = GX;2do • However, 
when ~ :'S do < 1 we have to consider the additional transfer function of the linear filter of first differences 
before writing down the previous decomposition in terms of the sequence Et, 
-
lj 
-
(1 
- -¡ + -¡1 ( lj - eiAI- aj 2 )+ (27rld1 = gj) -lj 11 - J 21 1IEj - 1).
gj j gj j 
Now, from Theorem 1 (see also Theorem 1 in Hurvich and Ray (1995)), do 2: !, for n sufficiently large, 
j = 1, ... , 1H, (11) 
fol' a generic positive finite constant C, in a similar way as when do < !. 
Next, paralleling expression (3.17) in Robinson (1995b) for the stationary situation, 
iAE Ilj -11 - c ; 1- 21a j12 IEj I
 
< E[IWj - (1- eiA;)-1ajw<jllwj + (1- é\;)-1 aj 'W,jIJ
 
iA< (Elj - (1 - eiA;) -1 ajEw,j'wj - (1 - eiA; )-1 nj Eü";,jWj + 1(1 - e ;) -1 aj 12EIEj ) 
1/2 
. . . 1/2 
X (Elj + (1 - etA;)-1 aj Ew,j'Wj + (1- é A;)-1 aj EillEjwj + 1(1 - e tA;)-1 aj I2EIEj) , (12) 
denoting- as Wj, = w,(>"j) the Fourier transform of Et. Then, from the proof of part (<1) in Theorem 1 
(see Vdasco (1997a)) we can obtain, ~ :'S do < 1, 
Ji (1 + O(j2(do -ll logj)) , 
(1 - é"; )-1aj + O (j2(do-1l X:- d10gj) 
27r J 
;7r + O (j2(d o -1) logj) 
uniformly in j = 1, ... , m. Thus (12) is O (jdo -1 (logj)1/2), and following with Robinson's proof, when 
do 2: ~ 
m 
< Cm2(d o -V')-1 2:: r 2(V'-do )-l+do (logr)1/2 
1 
O (m2(do -V')-1 + m do - 1 (10gm)3/2) = 0(1), 
where the last line follows from the separate consideration of the cases 2(\7 - do) - 1 + do < -1 and 
2(\7 - do) - 1 + do 2: -1. Also we can check, using the same techniques, that, as n ~ 00, for arbitrarily 
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small 'l. & :S do < 1, 
1m J, I (1 111 ')
- 2: (--1. - 1) =Op TI + - 2: lo-I (iogm)I/2 + op(l) =Op(l). 
m 1 9j m 1 
Csing l1obinson's definitions the next point that deserves attention when do 2: t + '\ 1 is 
1 (jj j TI111 JI (111 )m ¿;=(aj - 1)(1 - jj) 9j = Op In ¿;=(a j + 1) =Op(T)),I 
wirh (11), 
()]¡sel'\'e that after equation (3.22) in Robinson (1995b) \Ve need to ehoose in faet V < do - t + te 
'\ wirho\lt llJSS of generalit\·. Due to this modifieation. we have to proeeed in a differem way to bound the 
\ 
\ ncxt PX¡Jl'cssion, ~ :S do < 1, 
(13) 
(1-1) 
'", (' -1"\"''''1') I,\('xt. ~lIlce p = exp rn L.....l ogJ ~ 111 e. 
P /) 
I2: aú dn - = p~(do-v) 2: f(,\-dn)+dn-I = O(m do ), 
1 1 
if J'\ - d" > O. and O(m~("o-\) logm) if 2v - do SO. Then. \1sing ¿~' (tj = O(m) <lnc\ SUPj>p/o-1 = 
O(I¡,'-I) = O(m.<lo-I). \Ye obtain that (1-1) is 
wirj¡ di' < 1 and do - ~ < V. and the proof is completed.• 
10 Appendix: Proofs of Section 4 
Proof ol' Theorem 3. Again \ve retraee the steps in rhe proof of Theorem 2 in Robinson (1995b). 
Tlw lllaill stephere is to obtain the equivalent to expression (4.7) in that proof bounding in probability 
t he quallti ty 
r2: (J--1. - 2rrJ,) ) 
1 9) 
1'01' t he general case do E (-&, ~). \Ve will see that the bounds for the case do 2: tare \veaker in general 
t han fm rhe stationar\' case. so these \ViII be the leading terms in the bounds. 
Fi!'St. \ve need the quantity (cf. equation (4.í) in Robinson (1995b)), for O< c5 < &. 
(15)f (:f- 2Ó r121t (2. -1) + T~l f (~] -1) I 
r=1 1) 1 J 
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to be op((logm)-6).	 From Lemma 1, the second term in (15) is, do 2: t, 
op (m4(do-l)/(5-4do)(log m)2/(5-4do ) + m f3 n-f3
 
+m2(do-1) log m + n-1/2m(do-l)/2(log n)5/4 + n-1/4mdo-l (log m)1/2)
 
= op((logm)-6),
 
if do < 1, with (4), and the first one is in order of probability, 
m 
m2ó-1 ¿ r- 1- 2ó (r1/(5-4do)(log r )2/(5-4do ) + r f3 +1 n -f3 
r=l 
+r2do-1logr + n-1/2r(1+do)/2(logn)5/4 + n-1/ 4r do (logr)1/2) 
O (m2Ó - 1 {1 + m l - 2ó (m4(do-1)/(5-4do)(logm)2/(5-4do) + m f3n-f3 
+m2(do-1) logm + n-1/2m(do-l)/2(logn)5/4 + n-l/4mdo-1(logm)1/2)}) 
op ((logm)-6) . 
From Lemma 1, we can see also, FHd) = m-1L~l(logj)k)..]dlj, 
A 1 ~ ,,[Fddo ) - GOm -7(lOgj)' 
Op (¡m4(do-l)/(5-4do) + m2(do-l) + n-1/2m(do-l)/2(logn)5/4 + n-1/4mdo-l](logm)2) 
op(l), 
if 1 ::; do < 1. Next, the error in probability after expression (4.11) in Robinson's proof is now with 
Lemma 1 
Op ([m(4do-3)/(lO-Sdo)(logm)3/2 + m f3+1/ 2n- f3 
+m2do-3/2Iogm + n-1/2mdo/2(logn)5/4 + n-l/4mdo-l/2(logm)1/2] logm) 
op(l) 
if ~ ::; do < ~, using (4). This completes the proof using the same centrallimit theorem. • 
11 Appendix: Proofs of Section 6 
Proof of Theorem 5. We repeat the steps of the proof of Theorem 1 in Robinson (1995b), with 
the same definitions and with the notation in terms of d = H - ~, readjusting accordingly the set of 
admissible values [\71, \72]' 
For 1> Ó> OletNó = {d: Id- dol < ó} andNó = (-oo,oo)-Nó • ThenforSp(d) = Rp(d)-Rp(do), 
P(ld-dol2:Ó)	 p(dENóne) 
P (-.inf Rp(d)::; inf Rp(d))
N 6ne N6 ne 
< P (-.inf Sp (d) ::; o) ,
N6 ne 
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because do E Nó n8. As in Robinson's proof, we define \7 = \71 when do < ~ + \71 and do - ~ < \7 ~ do 
otherwise. Then 8 1 = {d : \7 ~ d ~ \72} , and 8 2 = {d : \71 ~ d < \7} , possib1y empty. It follows that 
(16) 
The sets 8 1 and 8 2 are treated separate1y because of the nonuniform behaviour of Rp(d) around 
d = do - t. The first probability on the right of (16) is bounded by 
(17) 
where 
= 1 {G(d)} -1 {G(do)} -1 {2(d - do) + 1 p .;¡:..., .2(d-'¡O)}
og G og G(d) og m2(d-do) m ~ J 
o J 
+2(d - do) { : ~ log; - (logm - 1) } 
= 2(d - do) -10g{2(d - do) + 1}, 
so that Sp(d) = Up(d) - Tp(d). As in Robinson (1995b), 
(18) 
(19) 
is op(l), whi1e
 
sup p[2(d - do) + 1J m (1.) 2(d-do) _ 1
 ¿j (20) 81 717, 711, 
and 
m 
(21): ¿logm - (logm -1) 
j 
are both 0(1). 
From Lemmas 4 and 5 bellow, (20) and (21) are O(m-2('V-d o )-1) = 0(1) and O(logmlm) = 0(1) as 
m --+ 00, respective1y. We write 
Gp(d) - Gp(d) _ Ap(d) 
Gp(d) - Bp(d)' 
where 
Ap(d) = P[2(d-~o)+lJt(~r(d-do)(~_1), 
J 
o 
Bp(d) p[2(d -~o) + 1J t (~) 2(d-d ) 
J 
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op[2(d -mdo) + 1]~. (mj ) 2(d-d ) _ 1 2: 21,inf Bp(d) 2: 1 - sup L.J (22)
81 8 1 J 
for al! sufficiently large m, by Lemma 4. By summation by parts 
3p ~ (l' ) (23)+ ~ L..:-- g~ - 1 . 
J 
Because 1(1 + 1/1')2(d-do ) - 11 .~ C\72,p/1' on 0 1 when l' > O, where C\72,P is a constant depending on 
\12 and ]J, such that 
+1)2\72 
C\72,P ~ (2\12 + 1) ~ ,(
 
the first term on the right of (23) has supremum on 0 1 bounded by
 
~ ( l' )2(d-do )+1 1 ~ (Ij ) ~ ( r )2(\7-do )+1 1 
3C\72,plJSUP L.J - 2' L.J - - 1 ~ 3C\72,PP L.J - 2' t (I j -1) ,
81 r m l' j gj l' m l' :i gJ 
(24) 
the ineC¡llality being due to O< 2(\1 - do) + 1 ~ 2(d - do) + Ion 0 1 .
 
i\ow \Ve have to consider the periodogram IJ = Il~ (>\j) in the clecomposition
 
(25) 
For any 11 > O, Assumptions 7 and (8) imply that n can be chosen such that 
j = 1, ... ,m. (26) 
No\\', frolll the proof of Theorem 4 in Velasco (1997a), for n sufficiently large, 
j=l, ... ,ln, (27) 
for él generic positive finite constant C, in a similar way as when do E (-~, ~). Thus 
oE [I: (!--)2(\7-d )+1 2- t (1 _gj) IJ ] ~ .C1] 
m 1'2. jj gj 2(\1 - do) + 1 
r J 
l\'ext, Next, generalizing expression (12), 
E IIJ -11 - é\i ¡-2SIQjI2121
 
< E[lwJ - (1- é\j)-SQjw~llwJ+ (1- é\j)-SQjw~l]
 
. . 1/2T< (El!' - (1- e1Aj )-sQ·EwT.iD'! - (1- eiAj)-sQ·EiDT.w + /(1- e1Aj )-SQ·12EIT.)J J eJ J J eJ J J eJ 
iAjX (EIJ + (1 - eíAj )-SQjEw~iDJ + (1 - eiAj )-sQjEiD~wJ + \(1 _ e ) -sQj 12 EI2) 1/2 ,(28) 
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denoting as wJ: = w'[(>"j) the (tapered) Fourier transform of tt. Then, from the proof of part (a) in 
Theorem 4 (see Velasco (1997a)) we can obtain that, as n --+ 00, 
El! fj (1 + 0(j-1 + j2(do- p) logj)) , 
E T -T (1 - eiAj )-Saj + O (J'-1 >.. -:-do + J' 2(d o - p)>.. -:-do 10gJ')Wj Wfj 27r J J 
pEl~ = 2~ + 0(r1 + j2(do - ) logj) 
uniformly in j = p, 2p, ... ,m. Thus (28) is O(Jj {j-1/2 + jdo-p(log[j + 1])1/2}), and fo11owing with 
Robinson's proof, 
< Cm2(do -V')-1 L111 [r2(V'-d o )-1/2 + r2(V'-d o )-p+do (logj)1/2] 
1 
= O (m2(do-V')-1 + m-1/ 2 10gm +m do -l'(logm)3/2) =0(1), 
with do < p, where the last line fo11ows from the separate consideration of the cases 2('7 - do) - &< -1 
arrel 2(v - do) - &2: -1 and 2('7 - do) - p + do < -1 ami 2(v - do) - p + do 2: -1. 
To dcal with the final contribution to (25) we need to consider the variance of Lj(27rl~ -1), since 
it has zero mean. The variance and covariances of l~ have two components. The first is due to the 
fourth cumulant, 
(t h~)-2 r DJ(W1 + >"j)DJ(W2 - >"k)DJ(W3 - >"J)D;"(>"k - L wJf~4)(Wl ,w2,w3)dw, 
1 l[-",,,p 1,2,3 
1which is of order n- , given the boundedness of ff(4) and the properties of DJ, J'::" IDJ(>..) Id>" = 0(1) 
ane! sup,\ IDJ(>..)I = O(n), a11 n and p > 1. The second component is due to the sccond moments. 
Thc yariance of l~ is then of order 0(1) and for the covariance between l~ and l'[;" k -¡:. j, beside the 
0(n-1 ) fourth cumulant tenn, we have to consider the fo11owing convolutions (t h¡r'1:D;(H Áj )D;(Á - Á,)dÁf. D;(Á - Áj )D; (Á + Á,)dÁ, 
arrel (t h;rt D;(H Áj)D;(J, + Á,)dÁ t D;(Á - Áj)D;(Á - Á,)dÁ, 
since ff(>") is constant. These terms, from Lemmas 1 and 2 of Velasco (1997a) are of order O(lj - kl- 2p ) 
and O(J.j + kl- 2p ), respectively, if j, k> O. Thus 
1" r l'
L Val' [27rl~] + L L Coy [27rl~, 27rl?;.] 
j j# k 
1O(r) + O (t:t{Ij - k\-2p + Ii + k\-2p + n- }) = O(r). 
)# k 
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We have obtained that 'L.'j(21T{¡; - 1) = Op(r1/ 2 ) so that 
7 o~ (r)2(V-do )+! 1 I~ Op (~1 (m' )2(V-d )+! r-3/ 2)L.J m r2 L.J(27T!.j - 1) = L.J 
1 1 
Op ( m2(do -v)-1 ~ r2(V-d o )-1/2) 
= Op(m-1/ 2 + m2(do-V)-llogm) = op(l) 
as n --+ 00 because 2(do - \7) < 1. 
Also we can check, using the same techniques, that, as n --+ 00, for arbitrarily small 7], since do < p, 
1 (1 mm l. . ) 
m ~(g: - 1) = Op 7] + m ~jdo-1'(10gm)I/2 + op(l) = op(l). 
Thus as n --+ 00, suPs, IAp(d)1 --+p O and, with (19) and (22), sUPs, IGp(d)/Gp(d) - 11 --+p O. In 
view of (18) it follows that (17) --+ Oas n --+ oo. 
When do ;::: ! + \7 1 we have to consider the second probability on the right of (16). Set q = qm = 
exp(]nn- 1 'L.7logj) and Sp(d) = log [Dl'(d)/Dp(do )] , where 
m (.) 2(d-do )D (d) = E. '" :J... j2do IT. 
P rnL.J q J 
J 
Because 1 :S q :S m and infs2 (j/q)2(d-do) > (j/q)2(v-d o ) for 1 :S j :S q, while infs2(j/q)2(d-do) > 
(j/q)2(V I -do ) for q < j:S m, it follows that 
m 
. fD~ (d) > p '" .2do lTm p _ - L.J ajJ j'
S2 m . 
J 
wlwre 
l:Sj:Sq 
q < j :S m. 
Thus 
P{ig; S,(d) $ O} $ P { ~ ~(aj -1)j"'1j $ O}. 
As m --+ 00, q ,....., exp(1ogm - 1) = m/e and 
L aj ,....., p-l. q2(do -V) ¡q x 2(v-do )dx q/p (m/e)/p (29)
2(\7 - do) + 1 ,....., 2(\7 - do) + l' 
15,j5,q o 
It follows that 
Choose v < do - ! + te, which we may do with no loss of generality. Then for all sufficiently large m, 
(p/m.) 'L.'j'(aj - 1) ;::: 1 and thus (16) is bounded by 
p{ ~~(aj-I)(~ -1) ~I}
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Now apply (25) again and first note frorn (26) and (27) that 
p g" r¡m 1 (m )
- ¿)aj - 1)(1- ;)~ == Op - ¿)aj + 1) == Op(r¡), 
r.n j J gJ r.n j 
with (27) and 
m ¿ aj '" p-1 . q2(do -'<J¡) 1 x 2('<J¡-d o )dx = O(r.n) 
q<jS:m q 
and 
m 
¿a; == O (r.n 4(do -'<J) +rnlogrn). 
j 
1Observe that after equation (29) in Robinson (1995b) we need to choose in fact \1 < do - ~ + 4., and not 
\1 < do - ~ + ¡, without loss of generality. Due to this rnodification, we have to proceed in a different 
way to bound the next expression, 
(30)I~ ~ (a, f~ 1) (1, -1(1- e";)-'a,l'q I 
Op ( ~ ~ (a, +1) [r'/' +;,'o-'(Iog m)'/'] ) 
1 m. ., 1 m .)
== Op r.n ~ aj[j-1/2 + jdo- P](logr.n)1/2 + r.n- 1/ 2 + rn ~jdO-p(logrn)1/2 , (31)(
 
Next, since q '" r.n/(ep),
 
q q¿ ajjdo - P == q2(do-'<J) ¿ j2('<J -do)+do-p == O(r.nclo-p+1), 
1 1 
if 2(v - do) + do - p > O, and O(r.n2(clo-'<J) logr.n) if 2(\1 - do) + do -]J SO. Also 
¿q ajr1/2 == q2(do-'<J) ¿q j2(v -do)-1/2 == O(r.n1/ 2), 
1 1 
if 2(v - do) - 1/2 > O, and O(rn2(do-'<J) logrn) if 2(\1 - do) - 1/2 S O. 
Then, using ~~' aj == O(rn) and SUPj>qjdo- P == O(qclo - p) == O(r.ndo - p), we obtain that (31) is 
Op (r.n- 1/ 2 + r.n-1[rndo-p+1 + rn1/2 + rn2 (do-V)](logr.n)3/2) == op(l), 
with do < p and do - ~ < \1.
 
Finally, using Theorern 4 and proceeding as before,
 
Yac [ ~ ~(aj ­ 1)(2.1;' -1)] 
2 m 2 m m ~ ¿(aj -1)2Var [27rI~] + ~ ¿¿(aj - 1)(ak -1)Cov [27rI~,27rI~] 
rn j rnj#k 
== O (rn- 2 f)aj - 1)2 f(lj -kl- 2p + Ii + kl-2P)) 
j kopj 
~ o(m-' [m+ ~aj]) ~O(m-' [mlogm+ m'('o-Ol]) 
== O(rn-110grn + rn2[2(do -'<J)-l l ) == 0(1), 
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and the proof is completed.• 
Proof of Theorem 6. We can adapt all the steps in the proof of Theorem 2 in Robinson (1995b) 
to the situation for p > 1 as we have done in the proof of Theorem 5. This accounts basically to the 
redefinition of the sums to frequencies Ap, A2p, . .. , Am only. 
The main step here is to bound in probability the quantity (d. equation (4.7) in Robinson (1995b)), 
for 0< J < ~, 
m r 1-2ó 1 I r 1 I m (32)A 2:: (m) r2 2:: (l'~ - 1)I+ B m 2:: (l'~ - 1)I 
r=l 1 9) 1 9) 
to be op((logm)-6), where A and B are two finite constants depending on p and \72 (see equation (24) 
aboye). 
I\ow, nsing the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 5 (d. Robinson's equation (3.17) and 
the following lines), using f3 > 1, with r ::; m, 
the Sill1lP as in his expression (4.8), see also the equation after (4.25). Note that in this case we have 
followed a llluch clil'ect approach than Robinson's (1995b) proof, using a stronger assnmption on the 
smootluless of the function f, namely f3 > 1. This is in pal't for convenience ancl in part because 
the corrdation between adjacent tapered periodogram ordinates invalidates the approach using second 
moments of the periodogram as in Robinson's page 1648, ancl usecl aboye when p = 1 ancl do < f. A 
similar approach was usecl in Velasco (1997a) to analyze the log-pel'ioclogram ordinate fol' non-Gaussian 
stntionary obsel'vations. Note that this proceclure is only "alicl if \Ve use a tapered pel'ioclogl'am with 
p 2: 2 lmt not otherwise: \Ve use the lower bias of tapel'ing, avoiding the increment of correlation. 
:\O\\". the bound in probability at the end of page 1643 in thc reference is now, using (32) and (33) 
as n -+ 00 
Op ([m-1/2Iogm + mdo - p (logm)3/2 + m i3n- i3 ] (logm)2) = op(l). 
From there we can reach the same limit as in expression (4.10) and the equivalent to expression (4.11) 
in Robinson's papel' is now 
{2(m/p )-1/2 ~ vj(27rlf j - 1) 
2+Op ([m(1-i3)/2(logm)2 +mdo - p +l/2(logm)2 + m i3+1/ n-i3 ] logm)} (1 + op(1)), 
where 1/) = logj - (p/m) l:; logj satisfies l:; Vj = O, which is, from the assumptions of the Theorem, 
{ 2(m/p)-1/2 ~ vj(27rlf j - 1) + OP(l)} (1 + op(l)). 
Using Lemma 6 we can obtain the asymptotic distribution of (m/p)-1/2 l:; vj(27rlfj - 1) and the 
Theol'em is proved.• 
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12 Appendix: Technical Lemmas 
Lemma 1 Under the Assumptions 01 Theorem 3, do E [~, 1), 
rl: (l'~ - 27l"l'j ) 
1 gJ 
Op (r l/(5-4do)(log r)2/(5-4do) + r f3 +ln- f3 
+r2do - l log r + n -1/2r (1+do}/2 (log n )5/4 + n -1/4rdo(log r) 1/2) 
Proof. We only consider the case do 2 ~, since the stationary situation fo11ows as in the proof of 
Theorem 2 in Robinson (1995b), with stronger results. Choosing an integer 1 < f < r, for do E [~, 1) 
from (11) and E[27l"l,j] =1, 
E It (~~ -27l"l,j) 1= O(f), 
ane! also from (11) and Assumption 2, 
Next, \Ve consider 
with the same definitions as in p. 1648 of Robinson (1995b). Further if we split the terms a == al + 0,2 
ane! V = VI + b2 corresponding to second and fourth cumulants, we find that when do E a,l), with 
Theorem 1 
al = O (t)2(rlO -l) 10gj) == O(r2do - l (logr)2) 
l+1 
ancl 
VI O ( t t {(jk)2(do-l) (log k)2 + (j2(do-l) log k?}) 
j=l+l k>j 
O ((lOgr')2 t ~ j4(dO -l)) 
k=l+2j=l+1 
O(rf 4do - 3 (logr)2), 
since \Ve will only use r == O(n) at mosto Choosing f ~ r·1/(5-4do)(log r)2/(5-4do) this gives the first term 
of this order in the lemma, since (0,1)1/2 is of sma11er order of magnitude 
When do 2 ~ we obtain the same expressions for 0,2 and b2 as in Robinson (1995b), and substituting 
a(A) by (1 - é\)-la(A) and aj by (1 - é\;)-laj, and defining here 
p. = 1" la(A)(l-:- é\;) _11 2 K(A - A·)dA 
J (1 _ e'A)a' J 
-" J 
where K(A) == (27l"n)-1 (sin nA/2) sin A/2 is Fejér kernel, the same bounds hold here. However the bound 
for the second type of summand considered by Robinson in b2, O(PjP~/2), is improved in Lemma 2 to 
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0(n- 1 P//2(logn)2). This allows the consideration of values of the pararneter do < ~, which otherwise 
woulcl be restricted to do < ~. For a2 we can still use the bound given by Robinson. 
Then applying Lernrna 3, with Lernrna 2, 
~ { (logj)2 (logj)3/2 n-1/ 2logj }) 
O ( L.J j4(1-do) + P(1-do) + j2{1-do ) 
J=1 
= 0(r3do - 2(logr?/2 + n-1/2r2do-1logj + (logr?) 
O(~~{ (logr)2 (logk)1/2(logn)2 n-1/ 2log r}) ~ L...J. (jk)2(1-do) + nk1-do + (jk)l-do 
J=l k>J 
O(r2(2do-1)(logr)2 + n-1r l+do (logn)5/2 + n-1/2r2do logr + (logr)4) 
and the lernrna follows.• 
Lemma 2 Under Assumptions 1 and 5, do E [t, 1), 
_1_. r {a(A+J-l+()(l-eiA;) _l}{a(-t¿)(l~e-iA;)_l}{a(-()(l--:e-iAk ) -1} 
(2íín)2 .1n3 (1 - e'(HI'+O)aj (1 - e-'I')aj (1 - e-'C)ak 
XEjk(A,J-l,()dAdJ-ld( (34) 
= () (n -1 kdo - 1 (log n? (log k) 1/2) , 
whel'c 
and D(A) = ¿t eiAt is Dirichlet kernel.
 
Proof. :\Iaking a change of variable and using the periodicity of D, (34) is
 
iA iAk
_1_. r {a(W)(l-:-e ;) _l}{a(-J-l)(l~e~i>.;) _l}{a(-()(l--:e- ) -1}
(2íín)2 .1n3 (1 - e'W)aj (1 - e-'¡')aj (1 - e-'<)a~, 
XD(Aj - W)D(Ak + w - J-l- ()D(J-l- Aj)D(( - Ak)dwdJ-ld(, 
ancl this is less in absolute value than 
No\\' USillg the bound for Pk in Lernrna 3 and 
17T iAla(W)(l- e ;) I( .) - 1 D(Aj - w)dw = O(logn), (35) -7T 1 - e'W aj 
the lemma follows. To prove (35) we consider now 
and the following intervals of integration, 
A 
I a(Aj) 1-
1 
sup I~ a(Aj-w) 1r ;/2,wIID(wJldw 
1- e'A; -A;/2"5,.w"5,.A;/2 dw 1- e'(A;-W) .1-A;/2 
= 0(AjAjdo-1Aj) =0(1). 
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Next 
since do < 1 (note that IO'(A)(1 - é>')-II = {21l"f(A)}I/2 is integrable because do < 1.) Then, choosing 
E > 0, fixed, as small as we want, such that Assumption 1 holds for IAI < E, as in the proof of Theorem 2 
of Robinson (1995a), 
1IL~Aj/21 ~ 11O'~~~j 1- -€~~~~A;/2 {llO'~A:i(~j~~) 1-llO'~~~j I} ¡rrrr ID(w)ldw = O(logn), 
r I ~ 1O'(A~~·I-I sup {I O'(Aj -w) 1-1 O'(Aj) I} r ID(w)ldw = O(logn),
lJAj/2 l-e 3Ai/2~w'S€ l_et (Aj-w) l-e'Aj j~rrI 1 
and tlIe same bound holds for the remaining intervals of integration. • 
Lernl1la 3 Undcr Assumptions 1 and S, do E [&,1) 
2iAi 
p. =¡rr IO'(A)(1 - e ) _ 11 I«A _ A·)dA = 0(j2(d o -l) logj) 
J (1- e'A)O'. J
-rr J 
Proof. This is Lemma 3 of Robinson (1995b) generalized to cover the non-stationary situation do E 
[t,l) ilmI follows considering the same intervals of integration, \\"here for the interval [-Aj/2, Aj/2] we 
can adapt. the proofs of Theorem 1 01' Theorem 6 (p = 1) in Velasco (1997a), since f (A) is not integrable 
at tlw origin, to obtain a 0(j2(d o -l) logj) contribution. • 
LCllll1la 4 For p = 1,2, ... ,é E (0,1] and e E (é, (0), as m -t 00, 
1 { . P ¿In ( j ) "1- _ (1)
- -1 -O - . 
m m me 
j=p,2p, ... 
Proof. As in Lemma 1 of Robinson (1995b), J; x'Y-1dx = a'Y h for (> 0, 
by the mean-value theorem. The last term is 0({2m -l) for { > 1, zero for ( = 1 and O(m-'Y) fOl' 
O<{<1.. 
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Lernrna 5 Por all m 2: 2p, P = 2,3, ... , 
p ¿m 2plogp-p+1+1og(m-p)
log j - log m + 1 < . 
m - m 
j=p,2p, ... 
Proof. Because Jom logxdx = m(logm - 1), the left-hand side of (5.1) is 
plogp + !..lP logxdx - !.. f Jj log (t) dx 
m m o m j=2p,3p, ... j_p X 
< p(21ogp-1) +!.. ~I: 
m m. JJ=p,2p, ... 
< p(21ogp - 1) + 1 + log(m - p) 
m m 
2plogp - p + 1 + log(m - p) 
• 
m 
Lernrna 6 Jf the sequence {h j } is a data taper of order p a.s defined previously, and the nmdom variables 
{tj} 8rliis/'lJ Assumption 6, with Vj = logj - (p/m) ¿~1) logj, 
m 
Zn = (m/p)-1/2 ¿ l/j(27rJ;(Aj) - 1) --'tD N(O, <I» 
p 
when: i[> i8 given in (1 O). 
Proof. \Ve will fo11ow Robinson (1995b, pp. 1644-1647), adapting his non-tapered proofto the tapered 
case. \Ve have that Zn = 2 2:=~=1 Zt and 
t-1 
Zt httt ¿ hstsCt-s, 
s=1 
C 2 (t 11.;.) -1 (m) -1/2 Vj cos SAj,
s 
'1'=1 P 
remembering that ¿~=1 h~ ~ b· n. Now the Zt fonn a zero-mean martingale difference array, and from 
a standard CLT we can deduce that 2:= Zt tends to a N(O, '1» random variable in distribution if 
n 
(36)¿E[z;lFt-d-<I> --'tp O, 
t=1 
n 
(37)¿ E[z; J(lztl > p)] --'t ° for a11 p > O. 
t=1 
Now the left hand side of (36) is 
(38) 
The term in braces is 
(39) 
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Now 
n-1 n-t 4 m m n-1 n-t
 
'"' ') '"' 2 2 p h L L VjVk L h; L h;+t cos SAj COS SAk
L..J h¡ L.J hs+tcs = 2 2 
m (Er r) j=p k=p t=1 8=1t=1 8=1 
4 m n-1 n-t 
2 
= p h 2 L vJ L h; L h;+t COS SAj 
m (Er 2r) j=p t=1 8=1 
2 m m n-1 n-t 
+	 p 2 2 L L VjVk L h; L h;+t [COSS(Aj - Ak) + COSS(Aj + Ak)]. 
m (Er hr) j=p k#-j t=1 8=1 
Next, using part (A) of Lemma 7, for n Iarge enough, 
-2 m n-1 n-t m 
4p '"' 2 '"' 2 '"' 2 '"' 2 2 !!.-L vJ + O(m-1 (logm)2 + n-1 ) , (40)In L.:hr ~Vj ~ht ~h8+tCOS SAj = ( )	 m.J=p 
amI using part (B) of Lemma 7, 
(41) 
Noting that, 1 :::; j :::; n/2, 
n n)-1	 (42)~h; ~h;costAj =OCj-P),( 
(see, e.g. Lemmas 1 and 2 in Velasco (1997a)) so 
o (m- 1 t t IJjl/kCi + k)-ZP) 
]=pk=p 
= () (m- 1 (logm? t trlJk-p)
J=pk=p 
= O(m- 1 (Iogm)2), 
the second term in the brackets of (41) can be negIected. For the other term in (41) we can write, 
inclucling simuItaneousIy the first component of the right hand side of (40), O :::; 1](n) :::; m, 
~ (t hf)-Z t t VjVk [t h; cos t(Aj _ Ad] Z 
1 J=p k=p 1
 
= ~ (thf)-2 t L VjVk [thfcost(Aj _ Ak)]2
 
1 j=p k:lj-kl~1) 1
 
+~ (t hf)_2 f L VjVk [t hf cos t(Aj _ Ak)] 2
 
1 ]=p k:lj-kl>1) 1
 
= ~ (thf)-Z tv; ¿ [thfcost(Aj _Ad]2
 
1 j=p k:lj-kl~1) 1 
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and this is 
:~ t, vJ (t h~) -, ,=o~', (th~ rostÁ')'
 
+o(m-1't,v;'tk_2P) +o(m-1l0gm't,~ L li-kl-2P) +O(1J1-2P(logm)2),
 
j=p k>'7 j=p J k:U-kl:s:'7 
which using 
is 
(t h~r' .=oE" (t h~ rostÁ,r+ 0("'-") + OC, (logm)') + O("'-"{logm)') + 0(1) 
<1>+0(1), 
2thc ClTOl'S bcing 0(1) on choosing, e.g., r¡ '" m1/ , and <1> < 00 exists due to (42). Then the second term 
in (39) is 0(1) as n --+ oo. The first componcnt of (39) has zero mean and variance 
Now llsillg the same bounds fOl' Icsl as in Robinson (199Sb) amI noting that SUPt Ihtl ::; 1, \Ve obtain 
that this is O((logn)4 In), so (39) is op(l). The second componcnt of (38) has zero mean and variance 
n n min{t-1,u-l} 
2 L h; L h~ L L h;h~ct-,'Ct-.cu-,'cu-. 
t=2 u=2 ,''l' 
n n t-1 u-l u-1 
2 '" ~ ht4"'''' 2 2 2 '" ~ hu2"'''' 22 ~~ h.hrct_rc2t_. + 4 ~ ht2'" ~~ h.hrct-rct-scu-·"cu-., 
t=2 • rol. t=3 u=2 rol'S 
because the weights {htl are symmetric around lnl2J. As in Robinson's paper, the first term on the 
right is () ((log m)4 In), and the second has absolute value bounded by 
since suP! Ihtl ::; 1, and using the same arguments in that reference this is O((logm)4/m1/3) and thus 
\Ve hm'e "erified (36), To prove (37) we also check the sufficient condition 
n 
as n --+ oo. 
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The left-hand side of this equals 
< 
< 
using the bound for ht and the given reference, completing the proof. • 
Lemma 7 Jf the sequence {hj} is a data tapers of order p as defined previously, O< 1.1 I < n/2, 
(A) ~ h; ~ h~H ros' ú; ~ ~ (t,h1) , +O(n';-" + n), 
and, 0< 1.11 < n, 
(B) ~hl~h~Hoo"A;= ~ (~>¡wetAjr +O(n). 
Proof. Proof of (EJ. \Ve have 
n-1 n-t n-1 O ¿ h; ¿ h;H cos SAj ¿ h; ¿ h;H COSSAj + O(n) 
t=1 8=1 t=1 8=1-t 
l~ ~ 222" ~ ht ~ h8H cos SAj + O(n) 
t=1 8=1-t 
1 n n 
2" ¿ h; cos tAj ¿ h; cos SAj + O(n). 
t=1 8=1 
Thc first two tines follow by symmetry, because ht = hn - t and 'l/Jt = cPn-t> where 'l/Jt = I:~~: h~+t cos SAj 
amI c/J{ = I:~=1-t h;H cos SAj, the error terms are due to elld effects, and the last step follows because 
n-1 n-t n-1 n ¿ h; ¿ h;+t cos SAj ¿ h~ ¿ h; cos(s - t)Aj 
t=1 8=1 
n-1 n 
t=1 8=1-t 
¿ h; ¿ h; (cos SAj cos tAj + sin SAj sin tA]) 
t=1 8=1 
n n 
¿h;¿h;cOSSAjCostAj +O(n), 
t=1 8=1 
sillce the sine terms cancel out by symmetry again. 
Proaf of (AJ. Again, by symmetry, changing variable in the sum index, using trigonometric identities 
and tl1e proof of property (B), 
n-1 n-tn-1 n-t ¿ h; ¿ h;H cos2 SAj ~ ¿ h; ¿ h;+t cos2 SAj + O(n) 
t=1 8=1-tt=1 8=1 
1 n-1 n 
= 2" ¿ h; ¿ h; cos2 (s - t)Aj + O(n) 
t=1 8=1 
1 n-1 n 
= 4¿ h; ¿ h; {l- cos2(s - t)Aj} + O(n) 
t=1 8=1 
35 
1 n-1 n n-1 n 
=	 4; ¿ h; ¿ h; - ¿ h; ¿ h; cos(s - t)A2j + O(n) 
t=1 8=1 t=1 8=1 
and the lemma fol1ows on using (42). • 
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